**GASOLINE-POWERED, DIESEL-OIL-KEROSENE HEATED**

Discover the Many Reasons LANDA is the Only Pressure Washer Built to Last!

- **Brass and Steel Fittings Throughout:** 30% thinner, easier to install, prevents corrosion, and are rated for high pressure.
- **Full Roll Cage:** Rugged steel roll cage provides additional protection in the components, and eliminates the need for guard rails.
- **DuraCoil:** Steel inner wrap with cold-rolled coil for a long life of leak-free operation. Coils are fully warranted for 5 years.
- **Quick Coil Access:** Unique literature design allows easy access to the coil without removing the wrap of burner.
- **Rupture Disk:** Attuned to discharge sides of heating coil to protect against excessive pressure buildup (not modelled).
- **Insulated, Spring-Loaded Trigger Spray Gun:** For safe control of high pressure spray and convenience of remote operation.
- **Swivel Swedge Fitting:** For twist-free maneuvering of hose and trigger gun.
- **High-Pressure Hose:** 50 ft. of steel wire braid hose rated for up to 3000 psi (21.7 MPa) depend on model.
- **Tri-Plunger Pump:** Belt-driven (except 6300 MP, all models with rugged brass head). Five year limited warranty on pump, lifetime warranty on pump head (not modelled).
- **Thermal Pump Protector:** Prevents pump overheating in by-pass mode (not modelled).
- **Pressure Trapping Unloader:** No pressure in pump or load on motor when triggering gun for longer pump and motor life (not modelled).
- **DuraCoil:** Steel inner wrap with cold-rolled coil for a long life of leak-free operation. Coils are fully warranted for 5 years.
- **Flow-Activated Solenoid Valve:** Shuts off fuel to burner when water flow is interrupted from gun operation (not modelled).
- **Pneumatic Tires:** Easy to service, prevent corrosion, and are rated for high pressure (not modelled).

**NEW! All Electric-Powered Models Have Drive Pumps**

- **Hose and Wand Holders:** Conveniently positioned for transporting hose and wand.
- **Swivel Swedge Fitting:** For twist-free maneuvering of hose and trigger gun.
- **24” Safety Hose Guard:** Prevents hose from striking and damaging person or objects.
- **Tri-Lingual Labels:** Instructions in English, Spanish and French.
- **Variable Pressure Wand:** Easy to unlock, insulated, dual-lane wand makes it easy to switch between wash and rinse modes and keeps fingers away from chemical flow at the swirl.
- **Battery Box:** Durable polyethylene box with vibration isolation firmly secures battery (electric-start models only).
- **Quick-Couple Nozzles:** Easy to attach and detach.
- **Tri-Lingual Labels:** Operating instructions in English, Spanish and French.
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**VHP: PROPANE GAS-HEATED**

- **Same features as VHW**
- **Portable**
- **Gas regulator, LP valve shut off**
- **Direct spark piezo igniter**
- **10 ft. of gas hose and tank carrier with snug-fit metal band** (tank not included).
- **For use with vapor type pump only**

**VHG: NATURAL GAS-HEATED**

- **Same features as VHW**
- **Stationary**
- **Gas valve shut off**
- **Direct spark piezo igniter**
- **Painted steel base with fork-lift guides and additional height for gas burner**
- **10 models**

**VHP: ELECTRIC-PLOWED, HOT-WATER WASHERS**

- **Tri-Plunger Pump:** Belt-driven (except 6300 MP, all models with rugged brass head). Five year limited warranty on pump, lifetime warranty on pump head (not modelled).
- **Thermal Pump Protector:** Prevents pump overheating in by-pass mode (not modelled).
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